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In this article, expansions of Post-systems ([1]-[3]) are
defined and used to construct semantic systems in which
quantification over individuals, but not over classes, is al-
lowed. The metalanguage used in defining the concept of
logical truth for object languages is a first-order language,
whereas the object languages are languages of an arbitrary
higher order. The construction of such semantic systems
shows that even platonistic languages can have a nonplaton-
istic foundation. The semantic systems are not defined for
specific languages; instead, we define a general concept of
language (v-language) relative to a class Z of constructive
ordinals (v £Z). The usual languages of classical first-order
logic, simple theory of types and ramified theory of types are
examples of such Ianguages,

1. Formal definition systems. a,; a,; etc. are atomic names,
x,y,Z,Xj,y"ZI(i>I) are variables. Complex names (or words)
are objects P1P2 •• .{3n (n ~ 1), where the PI are atomic
names. Terms are objects PI P2 ••• Pn(n > 1), each PIbeing
an atomic name or a variable (e.g. a1a2a1 is a complex name
and a term, while alXY~is a term but not a complex name.]
p? (nn> 1, i > 1) is a~ n-ar~ g;edictJfe letter, a~d for terms
aUPi(alt .. ;,an) (n-l, 1-1) IS an asomic formula.
Atomic formulas and objects of the form '1'1" ~• , '1'r > '1', in
which '1'1' ..• , '1'ro '1' are atomic formulas, are called formu-
las (r > 1). An object [alt ... ,ak; 'Y1, ••• ,'Yp) I,., ... ,Ih

• This article was translated from the German by Armando Morones.
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(k> 1, p > 1, h:2=1) in which I1,. .. ,Ihare formulas,
'Y1, ... , 'Yp are all the predicate letters contained in II t ~•• , Ih
and a, , ... ,ak are at least all the atomic names appearing in
I1, ••• ,Ih is called a formal definition system. We call
a1, ... ,ak the alphabet and 'Y1, ••• , 'Yp the predicate letter
stock of the formal definition system.

2. Semi-formal definition systems. Atomic names, variables,
complex names, terms, n-ary predicate letters and atomic
formulas are defined as for the formal definition systems of
§1. The concept of formula is then extended as follows:

. (a) If p~ (a1,;. ~ ,an) is an atomic formula containing at
least m (m > 1) different variables ~1, ... ,~m s then
A ~1, ••• ,~m p~ (a1, ••• , an) is a universal formula
(e.g.Ax,yp~(xa1'Y); in this formula each ~1 is bound.)

(b) Atomic formulas, universal formulas and objects of the
form'l'l, ... ,'I'r )'1' (r:2=l) with atomic OT' uni-
versal '1'. (I?" i > r) and atomic 'I' are called formu-
las subject to the following condition: if 'IJt 1 is a uni-
versal formula Atu .•. ,em pj (a1, ••• ,an), then any
occurence of the bound variables ~l' •••• ~m in the re-
maining formulas '1'1"'.' 'l'r;' 'IJt is also bound.( e.g.
Axp~(x) > p~(y) is a formula but. A xpi(x) =) p~
(x) is not a formula). .

An object [al,., .,ak; 'Y1,. •• , 'Yp] I1, ••• ,Ih' (k > 1,
p > 1, h > 1) in which I1, ... ,Ib are formulas, but not
universal formulas, 'Y1, ••• , 'Y p are all predicate letters appear-
ing in I1,. •• ,Ih and a1, .•. ,ak are at least all atomic
names occurring in Il""'~ is called a semi-formal def-
inition system: I1, ... ,Ib are called axioms of the system.
Hence all formal definition systems are also semi-formal
definition systems, but not conversely. Semi-formal defini-
tion systems differ from formal definition systems in that the
former may contain universal quantifiers. Universal formu-
las do not appear in semi-formal definition systems as. axi-
oms, but they may occur within an axiom to the left of the
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arrow >( e.g, pHaH ••' • ,an) > Axp,? (13H ••• ,13m) is not
a formula, and, thus, not an axiom of a semi-formal defini-
tion system). Formal and semi-formal definition systems are
called definition systems. Let D be a definition system with
the alphabet a1, ..• , ak, we then call all complex names
containing only atomic names of the list a1, ... ,ak complex
names of D and we call all terms' containing only atomic
names of D terms of D. Finally we call those formulas con-
taining only atomic names and predicate letters of D for-
mulas of D.

3. Proof concepts for formal and semi-formal definition
systems. Let Z be a class of recursive ordinals with < as or-
der relation, and assume that transfinite induction is valid
for Z, i.e. for any property Hand a,f3,'Y varying through Z:
any element a of Z has the property H, in symbols H(a), if
(for any 'Y), H('Y) if H(13) for all 13 < 'Y.The class Z must
be suitably chosen according to the intended application of
the definition system. We do not consider here the question
of convincing oneself of the validity of transfinite induction
for Z. The applications discussed below require only rela-
tively small classes of ordinals. In. fact, the class of all or-
dinals < Eo, for which transfinite induction can be proved
in elementary arithmetic, would suffice for our purposes.

Let D be a definition system, and let '1'1;: ; : , '1'n·, '1' (n ~
1) be formulas of D. We then say that '1' is the result of
substitution in '1'1"'" '1'n' D (n > 1) iff '1' is obtained
from a '1'1 (1< i< n) by replacing all free occurrences of
at least one variable of '1'1by a complex name of D (differ-
ent free variables may be replaced by different complex
names). , .

We say that '1' results from 'PH';" '1'n (n > 2) in D by
modus ponens iff at least one '1'1 (1< i < nl has the form
<1>1>''''<l>p > '1' (p;::: 1) and each wJ(l <j < p) is a '1'1
for some i (1 <: i <n, p <n-I},

'1'1,., • ,'1'n (n > 1) is called a formal proof of '1'n in D
(or formal proof in.D) iff each '1'1 (1-:< i < n) is an axiom
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of D or results fr()m "Pu ••" 9 J.:1 by substitution or modus
ponens inDo

Formal proofs in D are also called O.proofs (or O·iru1uc·
tioe proofs) in D.

'\}fu' •• , 'I'll is called a v-prooj of'\}f n in D (or v-inductioe
proof of '\}fn in D) iff each '\}ft (1~ i :$ n) is either an
axiom of D, 01' the result of a substitution in or modus ponens
from '\}ft,. •• ;'\}f1-t in D, 01' a universal formula Ae, ... Aem

ip
with m variables et, ••• ,em (m 2: 1) such that each substi-
tution formula of ip [i.e, each formula obtained by substittr-
tion in ip in D) is p.·provable for an ordinal p.<v in D
'(P.EZ, VEZ). From the definition, it follows that for p.<v
each p.-proof in D is also a v.proof in D. The formal (0-
inductive) proof concept is mechanically decidable but not
the more general concepts of Linductive proof, 2-inductive
proof, etc.

Let O'(al, •.. ,an) be a formula of D. By nr-O'( alf'" ,~)
or simply 0'(at , ••• ,an) in "D we mean that 0'( ~ , ••. ,an)
is v-provable in D, i.e., there is a v-proof of 0'(al ,. •• ,an)
in n (VEZ).

4.. Decidable, complementary, disjunct. Call an n-ary predi-
cate letter 0' decidable in ~D iff there are formal definition
systems D1, D2 such that for each n-tuple a1, ••• , an of com-
plex names of D: 0'( at, ..• ,an) in ~D if and only if
0'(at,. •• ,an) in °D" and not 0'(at,. .. ,an) in "D if and only
if 1'(al , ••• ,an) in °D;l for some n-ary predicate letter l' of
D.).

-Let 0' and 0: be binary predicate letters of D. We call a:
the complement of 0' in ~D iff for each pair a, f3 of complex
names of D: u( a, 13) in "D if and only if not 0'(a, /3) in ·~D.

Let 0't , ••• ,0'n be n-ary predicate letters of D. We call
0'1>'" ,O'n pairwise disjoint in PD iff for no a : O't( a) in 'D
and O'J( a) in PD unless i = j. (Concepts of formal represen-
tability, recursive enumerabiIity, v-inductive representability
and v.inductive enumerability are definable for definition
systems.)
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5. Valuation forms, 'II-valuationforms. Henceforth we use the
symbols W,F ,SI , .•. ,Sn' S~, .•• ,S~, S~, ..• ,S~, R2,. •• ,RD

as variables for predicate letters of definition systems. These
symbols should serve to suggest the meaning of the predicate
letters for which they stand in the definition [e.g, W,F for
predicate letters representing the predicates true and false.
S1, •.. ,Sn denote sets of sentences). We continue using D
as a variable for definition systems and v as a variable for
elements of the class Z of constructive ordinals ..The symbol
= is employed to indicate typographical identity.

A (4n+1).tuple < D,W,F, v, SH ...• 'Sft) S~, •.. ,S~,
S~, ••. ,51, R2, ••• , Rn > of objects (typographic shapes) is
called a valuation form iff the following conditions (1).(3)
are satisfied:

(2)

W,F,Sl"",Sn are unary and S~, ..• ,S~, S~, ... ,
5~, Rz,"" Rn are binary predicate letters of defi-
nition systems. The predicate letters are all typogra-
phically distinct with the exception of those whose
typographical identity is required by condition (2)
below. D is a definition-system whose stock of predi-
cate letters hegins- with W,F ,51 , ... , 8n, S:, ... , S~"
5~, •.. ,5:', R:!, .•. .R,; SI, ... .S, are pairwise dis-
joint in P D and for each i (1 < i < n) there are infinite-
ly many a for which S 1 (a) in·D holds. For each
i(2<j::5n) and any a such that SI (a) in ·D there
exists at least one {3 for which Sf (f3, a) in ·D holds,
and for each pair a,{3 such that S: (;e,a) in ·D:51

(a) in ·D and Sj ({3) in ·D for some j (1 < j::5 n},
All predicate letters inD are decidable in ·D.
For each i (2::5 i< n) D contains (a) an axiom
S:(x,y) ,F(x) => F'(y) or (b) an axiom S~(x,y),
W(x) > F(y) but not both.

(1)

In case (a) either (al) or (a2) must hold:

(al) D contains an axiom II such that for any a, ifS.



(a) in "D and fila,' •• ,l3ma (m>1) are all fi for
which S~, (fi,a) in "D holds, we may obtain a
formula W(filoJ, ..• ,W(flma) > W(a) as the loe·
sult of substitution in II in D, and further S'I=S~ ,
R,=S:.
(The class of all J3 with S: (13 ,a) in "D may be cal.
led the semantic base of a in "D.)

(a:) S: is t~e com....E.lementof S~ in "D and D contains
the axIoms B~(x,y) > RJ{x,y), W(x) > Rj

(X.,y) and Ax RJ(x,y) --:) W(y).

In case (L) eithel' (bJ) or (b%) must hold:

l.1?J) D contains an axiom :2;1 such that for any a, if S,
(a) in I'D and J3Ja' •.•• 'l3mtJ (m>l) are all J3 for
which Sf, (fi,a) in I'D holds, we may obtain a
formula F{fisa) , ••• , F(fima} =) W(a) as th~re-
sult of substitution in };2 lin D) and further S~=
S:, R1=S:.

(h:t) S: is the complement of Sf in "D and D contains
the axioms S?'(x,y) =}Rj(x,y), F(x) }Ri(x,y)
and AxR1(x,y) > W(y).

(3) The predicate letters W,F,Rdl ::;;i::;; n) appear in
D only in those axioms required by {2).

A definition system D is callei.a v-caluasion. form iff there
are W,F,Sp ..• ,S., S:,. .. ,S:, S~,... ,S:, Ru""n" (n=:::2)
such that < D,W,F,v .SIt .•. ,S••, S~,..• ,S~, ~, ~•• ,S~,
Rh ••• ,R.. > is a valuation form.

A v·valuation form D may he thought of 8S a system (list)
of syntactic and semantic rules. The elements of the pairwise
disjoint sets S1,"" Sn are the sentences. For each sentence
there is a semantic base. The semantic rules provide a erite-
lion for evaluating each sentence based on the valuation of
the elements of the semantic base of the sentence. A sentence



is positive in D iff it belongs to the class SI mentioned in
condition (2a) of the definition of valuation form. A sen-
tence is negative in D iff it is of type S1 mentioned in cendi-
tion (2b). Conjunctions and universal quantifications would
be examples of positive sentences in a valuation form for the
syntax and semantics of classical predicate logic; negations
would appear there as negative sentences. Disjunctions and
existential quantifications would also be positive. The sole
element of the semantic base of a disjunction (cflV'1') would
be the sentence -r (-r <P.A -r '.1'); the sole element of the
semantic base of the existential sentence Va.'iP would he the
sentence , Aa., '.1'.

The stock of predicate letters 'Y" ••• ,'Yp of a v·valuation
form determines the 4n predicate letters mentioned in the
definition of the valuation form. ,',

Though all concepts involved in a valuation form are de-
cidable, we do not set v=O, because universal quantifiers
may occasionally be useful in formulating decidable con-
cepts. For similar practical reasons we distinguish cases
(a1) and (bL) of condition (2): the use of universal for-
mulas in the semantic rules for a sentence with a finite seman-
tic base, like conjunction, would be superfluous. A v·valua.
tion form contains semantic rules for the assignment of truth
values to sentences, but no sentence is actually given a truth
value:

Theorem 1. Let D be a v-valuation form whose predicate
letters stock 'Y1, ••• , 'Yp be~ins with W, F. Then for no a.
DI-W(a) and for no exDl-F(ex) •.

Proof: Condition (3) of the definition of v·valuation fOnDS
requires that the predicate letters W, F (uniquely determined
by the predicate letter stock) appearing in the v·valuation
form D occur only in the stipulated semantic rules, which
are axioms of the form cfl > '1', For each v, all V-inductively
provable formulas of D containing W or Fare a'Iso formulas
containing the symbol =>, because substitution allows only
the derivation of arrow formulas from arrow formulas, mo-
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dus ponens may not he applied to a sequence of arrow for-
mulas and the premisses of the arrow formulas contain W,F
which appear only in the arrow formulas mentioned.

6. v-oaluations. Let D and E be definition systems. E is an
extension of D iff E is obtained by adding new axioms t.oD.

A n·ary predicate letter (T has in E the same extension as
in D (relative to Z) means that for any n-tuple a1, ••• , an
of complex names (T («,, ... ,an) in ~E if and only if a
(a1, ••• ,an) in PD (for any V; VEZ).

E is a v-ooluation over D means:
(1)
(2)

D is a definition system and E is an extension of D.
There is an n (n > 2) and predicate letters W, F ,
Sz"",Sn' S~, ... ,S~, ~, ... ,S~, R2,. •• ,R.., such
that < D,W,F,v, Sl"",SI\, S~, ... ,S~, sr, ... ,S~,
R2, ••• , Rn > is a valuation form, where every pre-
dicate letter except W,F ,RI has the same extension
in E as in D relative to Z, R1 occurs only in such
axioms of E which are axioms of D and for each
i(l ~ i ~ n) holds: for each a such that SI (a) in
PD there is a p.«;» or p.=O such that W (a) in PE
or F (a) in PE.
For no a hoth W(a) in "E and F(a) in PEe(3)

Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 show that v·valuations over defini-
tion systems have the properties one would expect on the basis
of their semantic rules.

Theorem. 2. Let D be a v·valuation form with W,F, S1,.", Sn,
S~, ••. ,S~, S~, ... ,S~, R., ... ,Rn as initial predicate letters of
its predicate letter stock, and let E be a v·valuation over D.
For any positive a in D and some i (1 ~ i :::;n) assume
SiCa) in "E: Then if for each fJ such that SafJ,a) in PE it is
the case that W (fJ) in PE, then W (a) in "E.

Proof: If the semantic base of an a is finite and the see
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mantic rules for the correspondlngsentence type contain no
universal formula, then W (a) follows from the semantic
rules with the same proofdegree v as the proof of W (Pt)
for the sentences B1 , ••• ,Pm belonging to the semantic base
of a (1 -< i -< m). But if the semantic rules for a's sentence
type contain a universal formula (which is necessarily the
case, if the semantic base of a is infinite), then the valuation
of a is guaranteed by means of the corresponding semantic
rules because the elements of the semantic base are in this
case semi-formally provable for some p.<v. For similar
reasons the following theorems hold, if D is a valuation form
with W,F,S"""Sn, S~, ... ,S~, ~, .•• ,~, Ru .•. ,R"as
initial predicate letters of its predicate letter stock and E is
a v·valuation over D.

Theorem 3. For any negative a in D and some i(l <i<n)
assume SiCa) in "E. Then if for each 13such that S~(I3,a) in
"E, it is the case that F (13) in "E, then W (a) in "E.

Theorem 4. For any positive a in D and some i(l <j:::;n)
assume s, (a) in "E. Then if there is a 13such that S~(13.«) in
"E and F (13) in "E, then F (a) in ·E.

Theorem 5. For any negative a in D and some i(l <i<n)
assume s, (a) in ·E.Then if there is a 13such that Sa 13,a) in
"E and W(I3) in "E, then F(a) in ·E.

The following theorems are consequences of the definition
of the V-valuation according to which there is no a for which
hoth W(a) and F(a) hold in "E.

Theorem 6. For any positive (negative) a in D and some
i(l:::;i<n) assume SiCa) in "E and W(a). Then for any 13:
if Srcl3,a) in "E, then W(I3) (F(I3» in ·E.

Theorem 7. For any positive (negative) a in D and some
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i(l <i<n) assume Sl{a) in ~Eand F(a) in ·E. Then there
is a fJ such that 5i (fJ,a) in "E and F (f3) (W(f3» in "E.

A v-valuation is by no means constructive in the sense that
an assignment of truth values to certain sentences 51 (prime
sentences, atomic sentences) determines the truth value of all
'other sentences by means of the semantic (ascending) rules
alone.

In order to make this intuitive notion of a constructive
valuation precise, we first use v·inductive proofs to define
the concept of a basic assignment of truth values to the sen-
tences of 51.

7. v-basic assignments. Let E and D be definition systems.
We introduce wand f as further variables for predicate let·
ters of definition systems.

E is a v-basic assignment over D iff
(1) D is a v-valuation form. E is an extension of D. The

predicate letter. stock of E ends with the two typo.
graphically distinct predicate letters w,f, which do not
occur in D: W,F and 51 are the initial predicate let-
ters of the predicate letter stock of D. E contains
the axioms 5](x), w(x) > W(x) and 51 (x}, f(x)-> F(x). W,F and S, are the only predicate letters
of D occurring in the axioms added to D in obtaining
E; among the added axioms, the ahove > mentioned
are the only ones containing the predicate letters W,F
and 51.

(2) If w,f are the last two predicate letters in the predi-
cate letter stock of E, then for any a such that 51(a)
in ~Dexactly one of the following holds: w( a) in "E
or I( a) in "E.

By (1) of the above definition, truth values can be as-
signed to sentences not belonging to 51 only by applying the
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semantic 'rules of D to the given valuation of the sentences of
51 (prime sentences, atomic sentences).

Condition (1) also guarantees that, with the sole exception
of Wand F, the extensions of all other predicate letters of
D will remain the same in E.

8. v-construciioe valuations. E is a v-constructioe valuation
over D iff E is a v-basic assignment over D and E is a v-val·
uation over D. The above definition of a constructive valua-
tion delineates precisely the intuitive notion of an assign.
mens of truth values to sentences by rules. This assignment
starts with a given valuation for the prime sentences (atomic
sentences) and proceeds solely by the use of semantic rules
all of which assign truth values only under certain conditions,
never directly. v-valuations are not necessarily v-eonstructive
valuations. v-valuations can adequately exhibit the semantics
of an impredicative language.

9. v-semansics, v-constructioe semantics. D is a v-semasuic
system iff there is an E such that D is a v-valuation form and
E is a v-valuation over D.

D is a v-constructioe semantic system iff there is an E such
that D is a v-valuation form and E is a v-eonstructive valua-
tion over D.

D is a non-constructive or impredicative semantic system
(relative to Z) iff for some v D is a v-semantic system, but
for no v (VEZ) is D a v-constructive semantic system. Con-
structive semantic systems obviously exist for classical pro-
positional logic, classical predicate logic and the ramified
theory of types. For predicate logic it is sufficient to con-
sider a class of constructive ordinals up to w. For the rami-
fied theory of types a more comprehensive class Z would be
needed according to the order of the sentences. Simple type
theory may be used to illustrate the difference between v-se-
mantics and v-constructive semantics. For this theory there
is a v-semantic system (v=w) but no v provides a V-con-
structive semantic system.
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Let D be a v·semantic system whose predicate letter stock
begins with W,F ,SI"" ,Sn. We then call the set A of a
such that for some i(l < i < n) SI(a) in ·D a v-language;
if D is v-constructive, we call A a v-constructiue language.

The set of sentences of simple type theory provides an
example of a non-constructive (impredicative) language, i.e.,
a set S of sentences for which there is no v such that S is a
V-constructive language.

10. v.logical truth, v-constructioe logical truth. a is v.logi.
cally true in D iff D is a v·semantic system whose predicate
letter.stock begins with Wand for every v·valuation E over
D: E •...W(a).

a is constructively v.logically true iff D is a 'V-constructive
semantic system and for every v-constructive valuation E
over D: E t- W(a) , W being the first predicate letter in the
stock of D. We could similarly define concepts of V-logical
falsity, v-refutability, v-satisfiability, v-model, etc., for exam-
ple, call a constructively v.logically satisfiable iff D is a
v·constructive semantic system .and there is a v·constructive
valuation E over D such that E I-W( a), where W is the first
predicate letter of the predicate letter stock of D (E is then
called a v-constructice model for a). AU v·concepts are re-
lative to the chosen set Z of constructive ordinals (VEZ).
Thus, the fact that a definition system is not a v-semantic sys-
tem for all v of a certain class Z does not prevent it from
being a p.·semantic system, or even a p.-constructive seman-
tic system, for some p. (v< p.) of a more comprehensive
class Z', and the same can he said of other concepts like

_v·language or v.logical truth,
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RESUMEN

Se definen expansiones de sistemas de Post ([1]-[3]) y se usan para
construir sistemas semanticos en los que se permite la cuantificacion
sobre individuos pero no sobre clases. El metalenguaje empleado
para definir el concepto de verdad 16gica para el lenguaje objeto
es un lenguaje de primer orden mientras que los lenguajes objeto
son lenguajes de un orden superior arbitrario,

La construccion de tales sistemas semanticos muestra que Incluso
los lenguajes platonicos pueden tener un fundamento no platonico.
Los sistemas semanticos no se definen para lenguajes especificos; en
lugar de esto, definimos un concepto general de lenguaje (Iengua-
je v) relative a una clase Z de ordinales construihles (VEZ). Ejem-
plos de tales lenguajes 10 son los lenguajes usuaIes de la logica
clasica de primer orden, asi como los de las teorias simple y rami-
ficada de los tipos.

[Traduccion de Jose A. Robles)
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